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I wake at dawn, anxious to get my trip started. By 05:30 I’m on the lake, taking the first of what will be
thousands of paddle strokes.

A hint of wind blows across the bow of my Prism. I soak in the sights and sounds of the lake. Beaverhouse.
That name conjures up Voyager exploits, a rich history of native people, fur trading adventure, and a logging
era long dead.

My permit secured, I paddle to the outflow of Quetico Lake as it pours into Beaverhouse. Wading into the
current, I cast a Rapala TailDancer. Chunky smallmouth and walleye fall prey to my bait. I switch to my
baitcasting outfit rigged with a large black jig and Gulp tail. On my third cast I get a vicious strike from a
thick-backed Northern. It makes three strong runs in the deep blue pool before tiring, allowing me to gain line.
I ease the single hook out of the jaw of the thirty-incher and release the fish into the flow.

Today I need to traverse the full length of Quetico Lake; I need to get moving. I slip the canoe back into the
water and ease up the flow. The current is swift but looks passable.

My Prism shoots into the current and I dig with all I have. My canoe advances but as I enter the confined flow
the force of the water pushes my bow downstream, sending my craft sideways in the current. In a moment
I'm capsized.

Shock, then embarrassment wash over me, along with gallons of cold Quetico water. I float with the canoe a
few yards, extend my legs, finding firm bottom. I walk my canoe to where minutes before it was beached as I
fished. All gear is lashed in so none is lost. Humbled but relieved, I dump the water out and walk the canoe up
to the portage head.

Paddling the narrow channel east towards the main body of Quetico Lake, I fight an internal battle with myself.
“How could I be so stupid? So careless…on the first morning of my trip!”

The wind freshens and with it carries away my troubles. A 5-rod portage gets me on the southside of the lake;
the peninsula and island south of Eden Island provides shelter from the northeasterly wind.

Around 13:00 I pull up to an exposed piece of granite. I stretch my legs. Eat a peanut butter and jelly tortilla.
Couple handfuls of Gorp. Drain a full Nalgene. The sun is high; the sky and earth meet in a portrait of blue,
green, then blue again.

The afternoon advances as I make the turn southwest into a little cradle at the end of Quetico Lake, towards
the Conk outlet. I've earned my fatigue after paddling 18 miles.

The campsite I select is small, adjacent to the Conk portage. The rumble and spray from the cataract tumbling
down from Conk make this site special.

Before setting up camp I fish below the falls and immediately catch bass. A Gulp leech on a black jighead
proves irresistible. It's great fun catching fish on nearly every cast. The sun dances across the roiling water,
providing a dramatic backlight for emerging mayflies. I tear myself away from fishing to set up camp.

Quickly, my tent is up and I turn my attention to preparing dinner. I fire up the PocketRocket, boiling water for
New Orleans Rice. I pull a fat smallie from the pool and fillet it. The fillet gets dredged in seasoned flour, then
into the hot grease.

Unfortunately, the sun and exertion have killed my appetite; I force down the food. I scavenge some firewood
and start a fire. The gnats are pesky waterside, mosquitoes not thick, but present. I fish until dark.

No stargazing tonight. Much too tired. I adjourn to the tent at 21:30, read a little Sig, and it's headlamp out.

Sunday, May 28, 2006 It's my second day in Quetico and I have yet to find my wilderness rhythm, remaining



wired to city life. Thoughts of home still penetrate my consciousness, even as my eyes and ears fill with the
rough delight of Quetico sky, water and shore. I leave the past in swirls of blue water that are pulled past me
with each paddle stroke.

Stuck in that foreign land between everyday life routines and vacation adventure, I hope to soon connect with
the wild boy that lives in me.

A bald eagle crosses above. So frequently spotted here they border on common, an eagle's simple beauty still
elicits silent awe in me. We both seek our first fish dinner of the day.

The sky grows dark, the air becomes heavy. Distant thunder breaks behind me; bad weather is chasing me
down Oriana Creek.

I near the opening into Oriana Lake and decide to beach my canoe, allowing the storm to pass. Rain is a
common companion on Canoe Country trips; however seasoned trippers know better than to tempt fate when
thunder and lightning fill the air.

I spot a gently sloping granite shelf, with sheltering pines farther ashore. I secure the canoe off the water and
set up my tarp. Light rain falls but the power of the storm remains west.

I send a Countdown Rapala on a long arching cast. A half dozen cranks on the reel and an 18-inch walleye is
hooked.

Devilish wind whips the surface of Oriana, accompanied by the booming bass of muscular thunder and the
flash and crash of lightning strikes. I feel cozy and safe under my shelter. The tiny gas stove heats a fry pan
of oil. Two walleye fillets sputter in hot oil. The fish cooks very fast. No utensils are required. I snack on the
walleye while enjoying the stormy show.

The snow-white fish breaks easily into bite-sized pieces. No fresher or finer eating fish exists. My appetite has
returned. The wildness of this land and water lives in flesh of the fish and now a little bit of it is in me. I chase
my meal with a long drink of almost cool lake water.

Too quickly the excitement of the storm passes. I take down my tarp and launch the canoe.

I am back on my journey and have found my wilderness rhythm.

It's a good thing I'm in possession of my wilderness rhythm because Cedar Portage is testing my resolve. The
downpour has turned the level sections into mud baths, and the emerging greenery and brush crowd the path
making a narrow ribbon of trail to follow. I am drenched as the trail begins its final steep ascent to Jesse Lake.

No matter how often one comes to canoe country, one thing remains constant—this is damn hard work,
especially so for the solo paddler.

Months of planning, thinking, daydreaming---all do little to prepare one for the harsh reality of the sheer effort
required to safely, efficiently, and comfortably travel in the bush.

I put in at quiet Jesse Lake. Jesse begins as a quiet meandering stream. A 5-rod liftover is necessary to reach
the main lake. I spot a whitetail doe calmly feeding just below the pullover. I ease my canoe closer. The wind
favors me and I get within twenty feet before she springs across the watery opening into the forest.

I make for the far northeastern section of Jesse, where fellow members of quietjourney.com have told me of
great walleye fishing. The campsite I select has a soft grassy canoe landing. A boulder-strewn reef runs in
front. A fat walleye is already on the stringer and will soon become dinner, along with Cache Lake Onion Fry
Bread.

After dinner I return to fishing, casting a blue jointed Rapala over the rocks. Walleyes, pike and bass are
active. At dark I head in, and make a small fire. But as soon as I sit for five minutes my eyes grow heavy. I'm
in my bag by 21:30.

Heavy winds come up overnight and muffle the frog and loon songs outside my tent. I sleep the good sleep of



the solo traveler.

Monday May 29, 2006 I rise at 05:00. I skip breakfast anxious to be on my way. I paddle out of Jesse towards
the Elizabeth Lake portage. This portage is rugged with numerous windfalls. I double portage my outfit, taking
the Duluth pack first. On my return trip I bring my saw and clean up four downed trees that block the trail.
Second trip through with the Prism is a breeze.

Crossing Elizabeth is brief. The portage into Walter is short and sweet. By the time I launch my canoe on
Walter the sun and wind are out in force.

I troll a large Red Eye Wiggler and within minutes start picking up walleyes. My plan was to push on to Draper
Lake today but the main island site on Walter beckons me. It's got to be 80 degrees already with a hot sun. A
swim and some leisurely fishing appeal to me. It's only 10:30 and my travels for the day are over.

The island campsite is really sweet; large, with great panoramic views of the lake. Good canoe landing and
soft tent pads. I take my time setting up camp, then take a swim in the surprisingly warm water.

I make Pizza Fry Bread for lunch and read for awhile in the shade. I fish around the island catching walleyes,
pike and bass but none of the trout that Walter is known for. I head in and gather firewood, filter water, and
simply putter around camp.

I return to fishing as evening falls. I troll around the island and my Shad Rap hangs up on a rock bar. I pull on
my line and it pops loose, then is struck hard by a fish. First dead weight, then a fierce fight as the fish draws
near the canoe. It's a pike and a big one. The Boga Grip reveals that the fish weighs 12 pounds; a beautiful
pike with fine green and white markings. I ease the pike into the water and it shows its appreciation with a
powerful thrust of its tail that showers me with water.

A storm is brewing so I retreat to camp. Quickly the weather deteriorates and high winds whip the water and
trees, seemingly blowing from all four directions at once. Lightning cracks, thunder booms, a downpour pounds
my island. I note that the tarp I am beneath is secured to the largest white pines on the island. I go inside my
tent, rationalizing that it will be safer there. After 15 minutes the light show is over and I head back to the tarp
to watch the rain and prepare dinner. Tonight I have a pretty good appetite and eat an entire batch of Cache
Lake Beef Stew.

As I read the hard rain and thunder and lightning return. I feel safe and secure in my tent.

The solitude I've found is just what my spirit needs. Tomorrow will challenge my strength and endurance.
Sturgeon, here I come.

Tuesday May 30, 2006 I wake at 06:30 and first thing I do is check wind direction; light out of the south. But
it's early and I feel in my gut that the elements will test me today.

The Lonely portage is a mess. Pig slop and downed trees. Later in the week I will meet a group who will say
they attempted to cross this portage from Sturgeon but turned back. I'm not sure they believed me when I
said I crossed it.

The struggle on the portage is worth it when I lay eyes on Lonely Lake. The view from the elevated portage
trail to the lake is spectacular.

I paddle into Lonely and know this is the essence I seek by coming to Quetico. I am alone but not lonely. Is
there something wrong with me that I don't miss human companionship? I dip my paddle and consider this and
other questions. I decide that I am seeing and experiencing...feeling...the world with fresh humility and
honesty. I am immersed in the present, which requires my full attention. It is just me, my pack, my canoe and
my paddle...the land, water, and sky.

I stop and fish the outflow from Lonely to Sturgeon. First cast, nice smallie. Second cast, the same. And on
and on. With the Great Spirit as my witness, I make 10 casts and catch 10 fish.

The wind is, of course, picking up. It's 10:10 when I point the Prism southwest and dip my first paddle stroke
into the roiling surf of Sturgeon.



I head down the north side of the lake using islands and points to protect me from the headwind. It is hot, the
sun brilliant. I reach the pinch gap leaving the northeast part of the lake and the wind increases. The waves
aren't too high but the wind is strong across my bow. I focus on my paddling technique and keeping my Prism
pointed upwind.

I cross south between the gap of the long island southwest of Scripture Island and the roundish island directly
west of the long one. I stay east of the barrier islands, finding relief from the wind. The surf is smooth; about 1
foot rollers. But the wind is strong above the waves and any loss of concentration or sloppy technique pushes
my bow downwind.

I face 1.5 miles of open water, then hope to realize shelter from the small grouping of islands running
northeast to southwest. I focus simply on the exercise of paddling and moving my canoe forward. I glance at
the shore. Am I making any progress?

This is not a dangerous crossing, just damn tough. I marvel at how well my Prism handles Sturgeon. I remain
cautious and humbled, but confident at the same time. Plus, it's a lot of fun. Where else would I rather be on
such a fine wind-swept sunny day? This is where I belong, an inconsequential speck, alone, bobbing along
great Sturgeon.

I push on past the tight grouping of islands towards the big point that guards the large south bay. I duck
behind that long island and get welcome calm water. I pause for a minute to filter a Nalgene. But my respite is
short-lived and as I emerge from the protected shore I face the strongest wind of the day, with gusts up to
25mph.

But now I see the gap to the opening of Bentpine Creek. I have a long ways to go but the end is near. I head
straight across the lake, the burned-over land in my sights. I shoot for the gap between the peninsula and the
small island off the tip in the northwestern bay.

It's 14:25 and Sturgeon Lake is behind me.

I marvel at the water I just crossed. Sturgeon is big and wild and demands one's respect and awe. She's a
beautiful monster that defines Quetico.

The paddling doesn't get much easier as I enter Bentpine Creek. “Creek”. That's a good one. Calling this
stretch a Creek is an understatement. The water reminds me of a flowage, filled with logs and stumps. It's
wide at this point, and the wind continues to blow with force. The land and water are very rough looking, but
beautiful nonetheless.

Some disparage the less “scenic” parts of Canoe Country. As if stretches like Bentpine Creek are somehow
inferior to more celebrated shorelines and landscapes like Quetico Lake, Agnes, and others. I don't look at this
world that way. Give me all of this land and water. In my eyes and heart all are special and a wonder to
experience.

A series of 3 short portages must be crossed along Bentpine Creek to reach March Lake. Finally, a short
carryover will put me on Bentpine Lake.

My shoulders are tight and there is a burn in my neck, but this stretch of water refreshes my body and spirit.
The sun continues to shine and eagles, loons, and a variety of waterfowl swim and soar over the water. The
evidence of logging relics along all the portages piques the interest of the historian in me. I feel as if I am
chasing the ghosts of the logging era. A logger's houseboat, a barge-like contraption, is run aground just
before the first portage. At the end of this first portage there is a very rough jumbled log dam with large rocks
piled high that form an obstacle one must negotiate in order to launch a canoe. Various artifacts of rusted
metal...even an old urn...line the portage paths.

Each portage rod, each creek bend negotiated, represents a closing of distance from the outside world. For the
first time on this trip I experience the deep unmistakable comfort of solitude.

The creek now finally resembles a creek. I paddle full strokes anxious to reach Bentpine Lake. A short paddle
through March Lake, a very short portage, and I am finally on Bentpine.



I make a beeline for an island campsite and can't adequately describe how sweet it is to see it
unoccupied...how sweet it is to land my canoe. Over 20 miles of paddling and 7 portages have left me
physically spent but spiritually rejuvenated. Farewell, Sturgeon.

Rest is delayed until camp is set up. By 19:00 the tent is up and a fire crackles in the fire ring.

An old logging chain is draped over a stump in the middle of camp. I boil water and make tea. Along with a
couple of Aleve this makes a most satisfactory pain reliever. The tension in my lower back and shoulders
melts away. I am tired and happy. But I do pause to consider that since I'm solo no one is here to share in my
triumph of crossing Sturgeon. Then again, would this crossing have been as satisfying if not completed alone?

The stove hisses to life and fish chowder simmers. All I need is the guest of honor at my dinner; a Bentpine
walleye.

Four casts of a Rapala Countdown and I've got my walleye.

No problem with the appetite tonight. I inhale the chowder with gusto, and enjoy the quieting of the evening as
it slowly cools off and the sun heads west.

Above the loon song and other songbird's calls I noticed a quiet call I don't at first recognize. A unique,
saw-like buzz softly echoes through the treetops. I search then spot a tiny brown Northern Saw-whet owl,
perched near the top of a white pine. Active only during low light, I know that night is about to fall.

Sitting before the fire, the sinking sun serves as a backdrop across the far shore. This has truly been a day to
cherish, a day to remember.

Wednesday May 31, 2006 I wake to sun and calm conditions. A small friendship fire is started, then water is
boiled for tea.

A previous visitor has constructed a stone chair with sturdy back that leans against the fireplace. Fire warms
the chair back, which tired muscles appreciate.

For the first time during this trip I don't care about wind speed or direction. This is a carefree layover day.

I'm reading when I hear a loud splashing sound. Across the lake I spot a dark brown moose feeding along the
western shore.

The moose feeds and splashes, then slowly melts into the shoreline spruce.

I stoke the fire, enjoying the cloudless sky and refreshingly cool morning. Just water and sky, pines and birds
and fish. This is Bentpine solitude, and this is the Quetico morning I imagined during the months of planning
and anticipating.

I grab fishing gear and launch the canoe. I circle the island and pick up five walleyes and six northerns. The
hot bait is a tiny Gapen Polish Perch; it looks exactly like a two-inch perch.

I'm enjoying this solo trip but it's much different than anything I've done before. I guess it's not as much fun
when one is alone and no one is there to share a laugh or a memory. I rush through my days acquiring
experiences so that when I get home I can share them with the people I care about.

The way of a solo paddler is rewarding and tough. I do enjoy the self reliance aspect of a solo life. Everything
is up to me—no division of labor, no discussing routes to take. Not even the fun of playing “guess where the
portage trail is.”

The day passes too quickly and it's time for dinner; Pizza Fry Bread and fresh walleye. I make the bread first
then get everything ready for the fish. I head down to the lakeshore. Tonight it takes me 7 casts before I've
secured a walleye for the pan. Must be losing my touch.

After dinner I organize my outfit and sort through the food. Dark clouds move in around 19:00 and a light rain
begins to fall around 20:30.



Before turning in I start a message cache on the site and include my lucky Shad Rap.

Thursday June 1, 2006 Happy June. Today is a travel day so fishing gear is stowed and everything is
shipshape in the Prism. My goal is to make the island camp on Your Lake, then tackle the notorious Badwater
Lake spirits and mile-long portage tomorrow.

I travel the short length of Trail Lake and look for Trail Creek, which will take me to Littlepine Lake. I spot a
very narrow creek. This creek is ridiculously narrow-- I could lay my paddle across it in many places. I laugh
out loud at the contrast of paddling this tiny flow of water with crossing immense Sturgeon Lake.

The trip down the creek is very short, as is the paddle across Little Pine to Snow Lake.

Rejuvenated from my day in camp yesterday, I feel strong. The portage from Snow to Your is pretty tough.
It's fairly long at 167 rods, and features plenty of mud and rocky terrain to negotiate. Lots of Lady Slippers,
moose tracks and an awesome old stand of cedar trees.

Not in a hurry, and given the length of the portage, I double portage, taking the Duluth Pack first. On my
return trip I meet a man on the trail, one of a group of four campers. This is the first conversation I've had
with a human all week.

“Where you headed?” I ask. “The island site on Your Lake,” he replies.

There are not many sites on Your Lake, and the island site is by far the most desirable. I won't be able to
reach the island ahead of this group.

I could look for a place on Fair Lake or stay with the spooks on Badwater Lake. The weather is great so I
decide to just start paddling my way and figure out my destination later. The wind picks up; it's been hard in
my face everyday this week. One of the tandem canoes passes me.

Your Lake is pretty, and the island site does look very nice. Two of the men are already setting up camp as I
paddle past.

Fair Lake is appropriately named. Two 30 rod portages and across a small unnamed lake and I am on
notorious Badwater.

It's a pretty long pull down the lake, especially into the wind. It's 14:00 and I decide to keep pushing on. I feel
strong so why not tackle the big portage today? I can stay on West Bay of Quetico tonight and be that much
closer to my next targeted campsite between Quetico and Cirrus.

I've heard of ghost stories surrounding Badwater Lake. But what I find is a very pretty lake, and the elevated
campsite I paddle past mid-lake looks mighty inviting. But I keep pushing on for the portage trail at the end of
the lake.

Suddenly, clouds build and the sky darkens. A mile long portage awaits me. I shoulder the pack, tighten the
tump and off I go.

The corduroy along the first stretch is world class. I step over a few downed trees but no real problems.
Distant thunder booms.

I keep humping up and down and through mud. About halfway through the fun starts. A tremendous
blowdown...perhaps 15 or 20 trees, completely obliterates the trail. Easy enough to walk around with just a
pack. Getting the canoe through here on my next trip will be a trick.

I reach the end of the trail in a little under 20 minutes, drop the pack, and turn to get the canoe.

It's dark now in the woods and Deet I've applied to my doo rag is mixing with sweat and running in my eyes.
The mosquitoes are ravenous.

I shoulder my canoe and start the final leg. Thunder bangs closer. I must admit the reverberation of the
thunder inside the Prism is kind of cool. I go 100 yards before the rain starts pelting me.



There are probably worse places to be during a thunderstorm than the Badwater portage; I just can't think of
any.

Enviously, I think of the men I met on the trail earlier today, likely snug and dry in their Your Lake island
camp.

I slog on and the rain falls in sheets. At least my shoulders and head are dry. I reach the blowdown and start
winding my way through the trees. I get hung up and need to drop the canoe and carry it sideways. The #7
Rapala on my baitcasting outfit snags my right sleeve. I balance the canoe and get my Leatherman out to free
me. This is fun.

I make it back on the trail and the brunt of the storm is above me. I reach boggy West Bay at 17:00. The
storm still rages so I hang back in the woods and wait until the thunder and lightning pass to the east before
getting on the water.

I consider putting on my raingear—haven't had it out of the compression sack all week—but decide that since
I'm already soaked to the skin what's the difference?

The temperature drops and the rain shows no signs of letting up. This is the first and only time on this trip
where I become a little unglued. On and on I paddle.

It's now after 18:00, it's still raining and I don't want to set up camp in this downpour.

The rain slows to a sprinkle. I'm starting to shake from the cold. I beach the canoe and change into dry
clothes and put on my rain gear. The western horizon is showing a break in the clouds and the sun is trying to
burn through. The wind suddenly dies and the lake is dead calm. Dry, warm and confident I feel like myself
again.

I decide to push up to the north shore of Quetico to the campsite I intended for Friday night.

I have sprawling Quetico Lake to myself and it's surreal how calm it is. Not a breath of air, not a ripple other
than those from my paddle strokes. The tranquility on the water is soothing as I pass Eden Island. I practically
fly up the lake. 

I round the corner through the narrows, the mist rises off of the “stream” that connects Cirrus and Quetico.
The site is unoccupied. I am home.

Yesterday seems like a lifetime ago, spent in leisurely bliss. Today was hand-to-hand combat all day long.

It's 20:30. I haven't taken a break and have subsisted on peanut M&Ms and Nalgenes. I set up my tent then
prepare dinner. Lipton noodles never tasted so good. I fetch more water, put up a clothesline, and get a fire
started. I appreciate today's sunset more than usual.

I derive extreme, simple pleasure from my dry sleeping bag. I read Open Horizons for 30 minutes before
turning out the light.

Day 7 Friday June 2, 2006

I stay in my bag longer than usual after a sleep interrupted by beaver tail slaps and vociferous loons. A thick
fog lays heavy over Quetico Lake and the subdued mood of the land fits my own. My exhilaration from earlier
in my trip has given way to a satisfied feeling of accomplishment.

For the first time in my life I experience no “vacationer's remorse”; I'm not sadly counting down the days of
my trip to when I have to return home. In fact, going home sounds good.

I sit before the fire and drink the last of my tea and enjoy the quiet foggy morning. I feel as if I've
experienced just about everything there is to experience on a Quetico trip.

My plan was to pullout Saturday morning. I decide to enjoy and explore this Friday morning on Quetico, but to
leave in the afternoon and drive through the night to get home. No remorse, no regrets. It's time to go.



The fog slowly dissipates as the sun rises above the trees. There is not a whisper of wind. I break camp and
paddle up the “stream” connecting Quetico and Cirrus. This is truly a magical stretch, paddling through the cool
fog and mist. The fish cooperate and my weeklong luck of excellent fishing continues.

I reverse direction and paddle past my final campsite, then turn east to explore Quetico Lake's north shore
and look at the pictographs. This stretch of Quetico Lake is gorgeous and to me, defines the rugged and
awe-inspiring scenery of the Park.

The still water casts reflections on the steep granite walls creating a visual pattern I've never seen. My paddle
dips echo off the walls so loudly as to border on sacrilegious on this great still morning.

The Pictographs inspire me as always and I pick up a fish here and there as I slowly troll. The fog is all gone
now but still no wind. I now head west and keep Eden Island over my left shoulder and begin a leisurely
paddle towards Beaverhouse.

To be on as large of a body of water as Quetico and have it so calm is a real thrill. I could make excellent time
but am in no hurry. The calm water and reflection from the blue sky seem to collide and mix; the world seems
very large. I feel like I'm the only person on earth.

It's really a blast to paddle my boat across such flat water after a week of fighting fierce headwinds. I have
lots of time to reflect on my trip as I cross Quetico. Each day went by quickly, while at the same time it seems
as if I've been here a very long time. It's been a most satisfying trip; I can't think of one more thing that I'd
want to do that I haven't already done.

I make the turn towards the thin arm of water connecting Quetico to the Beaverhouse portage.

I point the Prism downstream where I spilled my canoe on my first day. No drama today as I quickly shoot
through the fast flow and make my way across Beaverhouse.

I carry my canoe and outfit down the trail and go to get my truck. It's very hot and I can almost taste the cold
drink I will buy in Fort Frances.

I finish loading and catch a glimpse of my reflection in one of my truck windows. Whoa. The most serious
suntan I've ever had, my face almost black.

It's 15:00 when I pull out of the Beaverhouse lot. I wind my way down dusty Flanders Road and head home.
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